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The study of crime in the early-modern period has become increasingly sophisticated in recent decades. This is particularly true in England, where a growing body of research, often taking the form of local case-studies, has shed significant light on the dynamics of criminal activity and the workings of the criminal justice system.¹ By contrast, our knowledge of Scottish criminality remains very under-developed. No sustained effort to reconstruct Scotland’s experience of crime before the eighteenth century has so far been published—one very useful case-study of late-sixteenth-century Aberdeen notwithstanding—with interest before this period focusing largely on discrete themes, such as female crime, witch-hunting, feuding, and sexual and moral deviance as revealed through Church court proceedings.² As a result, Scottish historians have been unable properly to engage with some of the big issues with which their English counterparts have been grappling for years. What crimes were prosecuted in early-modern society, by
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whom, and how were they dealt with? What does criminal activity reveal about broader social dynamics, particularly in terms of the relationship between social groups? What was the purpose of criminal prosecution? How, and by whom, was it directed? How far, if at all, can the trial and punishment of criminals be linked to the emergence of the early-modern “state”? This article hopes to make an initial contribution towards addressing these key questions, and it will do so by way of a regional case-study of Argyllshire, a county whose unique judicial infrastructure, discussed below, and unusually rich corpus of surviving judicial records makes it an appropriate subject for such close attention. Discussion centres on the Restoration between 1660 and 1688, with this chronological focus being dictated largely by the vagaries of record-survival, it being the earliest period for which a sufficient volume of judicial material has survived from the county. Utilizing trial data, principally 1,489 extant indictments gathered from the region’s local public courts, supplemented by Argyllshire cases appearing in central jurisdictions, the article begins by exploring the jurisdictional set-up, before moving on to analyze patterns of both criminal activity and judicial punishment, placing each of these themes within their wider contexts. The quantitative approaches used to achieve this analysis represent a methodology with long-recognized limitations which are discussed more fully below, but it has the advantage of allowing for the recovery of broad patterns in prosecuted criminality and the response to it. In uncovering these, the article seeks to understand the local experience of crime and punishment in early-modern Scotland, thereby also sketching out some parameters for further research.

**Jurisdictions**

Early-modern systems of criminal justice were not distinguished by bureaucratic clarity. Having developed organically over time, most displayed a high degree of complexity and jurisdictional overlap, while still retaining a basic division between superior courts competent in more serious crimes, and inferior bodies interested in lesser offences. The Scottish situation, in which Argyllshire partook, shared in this general structure, although naturally displaying local peculiarities.
exerted supreme authority, although generally neither got involved in day-to-day criminality, exercising their jurisdiction mainly in matters of national interest. In the case of Restoration Argyllshire, this meant that they limited themselves to two major interventions: the treason trial of Archibald Campbell, marquis of Argyll in 1661, and prosecutions related to the rebellion in 1685 of his son, Archibald Campbell, 9th Earl of Argyll (a Scottish echo of the better-known Monmouth Rising).7

In the normal course of events, the supreme criminal court in Scotland was the high court of justiciary based in Edinburgh (the court of the justice general before 1672), but in Argyllshire this jurisdiction was devolved wholesale to be held as a heritable regality by the Earls of Argyll, who thus ran their own justiciary court usually based at Inveraray.8 The Argyllshire regality was the most extreme example of the Scottish phenomenon of the “heritable jurisdiction.” This referred to judicial privileges enjoyed by many Scottish landholders as part of their charters. Emerging during the Middle Ages, these franchise courts, covering the vast majority of the country, had complemented the relatively limited network of royal courts and done much of the everyday donkey-work of criminal prosecution. Most reflected grants in liberam baroniam, meaning that the holder was entitled to convene a “barony” court which could try a limited array of criminal matters, although, in practice, most barony courts had by the seventeenth century evolved into tools of estate management. A few franchise courts, however, derived from charters held in liberam regalitatem, implying a right to hold far more powerful “regality” courts that could hear crimes up to and including the “four pleas of the crown,” meaning those crimes—murder, arson, rape and robbery—usually reserved to the central royal courts.9 The Earls of Argyll’s judicial rights in Argyllshire reflected this latter class of privilege, and they represented by far the most geographically extensive regality in Scotland.

The main inferior jurisdictions were the sheriff and justice of the peace (JP) courts. The former, again run by the Earls of Argyll as heritable sheriffs, theoretically held jurisdiction over all crimes save treason and the “four pleas.” JPs, meanwhile, were competent, according to the lawyer and lord advocate George
Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, in “petty ryots, servants fies, and many such like, relating to good neighbour-hood;” in other words, theirs were the lowest of the public jurisdictions, often in fact concerned more with local administration and, when turning to crime, confined to petty transgressions. There was also a patchwork of small courts with even more geographically or jurisdictionally limited competencies, among them the burgh courts, dealing with civil and criminal matters in urban areas, and the aforementioned barony courts. None of these, however, have left records from the Restoration, and so are not considered in this article.

The existence of multiple, overlapping jurisdictions could be a recipe for friction. Thus, proposals in 1671 to reform the justiciary court by extending its use of circuit courts were resisted by the 9th Earl of Argyll, who sought to ensure that this would not undermine his own position as hereditary justice general in Argyllshire. Perhaps more importantly, the demarcations between jurisdictions were very uncertain in practice. The “pleas of the crown,” which should in theory only have been tried by the justiciary court, turned up fairly often amongst the inferior courts’ business. One case of fire-raising, against Duncan Stewart in 1687, was heard before the sheriff court. Similarly, while the majority of indictments for murder—nineteen—were heard before the superior jurisdiction of the justiciary court, seven appeared before the sheriff. The same was true of animal theft, which was theoretically equivalent to robbery and thus reserved to the superior courts, none of which stopped the sheriff court from hearing more than 100 cases, approximately one-fifth of the total number. Just one of the “four pleas,” rape, never appeared before the inferior courts, but since John Campbell of Lerags’ appearance before the justiciary court of Edinburgh in 1673 was the only extant prosecution for this crime during the Restoration, there is a limit to what this can tell us. In fact, the only crimes unambiguously reserved to superior jurisdictions in practice were rebellion and treason, all 151 of the extant cases of which (nearly all related to Argyll’s rebellion) were tried either in the justiciary courts or before the Privy Council and parliament. In the rest of Scotland it was certainly possible for lower courts to try the “pleas of the crown” in this way, but only upon petition to either the high court
of justiciary or, more commonly, the privy council, which would then grant a special, one-off commission permitting inferior judges to hear the case.\textsuperscript{17} There is no evidence of similar petitions operating in Argyllshire, and the mechanism by which it was decided to hear the “pleas of the crown” before inferior jurisdictions remains opaque – if, indeed, one existed at all.

If jurisdictional blurring meant that the sheriff court sometimes tried “pleas of the crown,” the JP court similarly found itself dealing with a rather broader range of cases than might be expected. Certainly, it dealt with many of Rosehaugh’s offences “relating to good neighbour-ood.” For instance, John Culter was a native of Antrim who had come to Argyllshire “to visit and see Persones seek and deseased, and could under God Cure the Kings evel [scrofula] and severall other dangerous deceases.” He could however produce no proof to back up his claims of miraculous healing ability, and the justices, deciding he was nothing but a charlatan and a vagrant, had him incarcerated in 1686.\textsuperscript{18} Yet some of the JP cases would more typically have been expected to appear before a sheriff. Into this category might be placed the theft of butter from John McIllechallum, ascribed to Donald McIntyler, John McIntyler and Soerlie McAllister, or the taking of a barrel of herring by Angus McEchrine and John McIlchenzie.\textsuperscript{19} Even more strikingly, the justices raised a total of twenty-two indictments for animal theft, alongside eighteen for assault, two crimes which stood most definitely outside the typical remit of a JP. Too much interpretive weight should not be placed on such details, since only a small number of JP indictments survive, all of them dating to the period 1685-86 when the chaos of Argyll’s rising no doubt played havoc with governmental and judicial structures. Nevertheless, the fact that Argyllshire’s JPs devoted some of their time to hearing serious criminal cases underlines the sense of jurisdictional imprecision, while also, incidentally, reinforcing the historiographical trends towards a more positive reassessment of the role of the Scottish JP.\textsuperscript{20}

The extent to which jurisdictions merged can be seen most clearly in the treatment of poaching. Such prosecutions were essentially about enforcing elite privileges by stopping tenants from damaging or unduly exploiting the natural resources on their lords’
estates. As such, they were commonly pursued in barony courts. But in Argyllshire, poaching was habitually tried in the higher courts; the sheriff and justiciary courts handled nearly 200 cases each during the Restoration. This perhaps hints at an explanation for the marked jurisdicational imprecision of Argyllshire. Judicial authority was strongly concentrated in the hands of the Earls of Argyll, reinforced by the Campbell kindred’s dominance of JP appointments, of which they secured nearly two-thirds across the Restoration; with all the courts firmly under the influence of Argyll, there may have been little reason to worry about precise jurisdictional demarcations. The extent of judicial concentration may well have been unique to Argyllshire, although further investigation of other localities, in particularly the smaller regalities, will be needed before this can be known for certain. In qualitative terms, however, such a pattern is not especially surprising, since it reflected the standard practice across early-modern Europe whereby magistrates were always drawn from the ranks of pre-existing social elites. This served to meld their innate authority at a local level—social, political and jurisdictional—with formal legal powers, thereby creating what Michael Braddick has termed a “magisterial” state of benefit to both government and elites. The pattern was especially pronounced in Scotland, not only on account of heritable jurisdictions and the tendency of sheriffships likewise to become hereditary, but also because secular magistrates were often also elders involved in ecclesiastical discipline. This ensured that the secular courts formed part of a wider system of social control which, through the interconnectedness of its personnel, had the potential of working in pursuit of common values and following a consistent approach to wrongdoing.

Nonetheless, there were palpable contemporary concerns that the jurisdictional matrix in Argyllshire had become unhealthily focused on a single person in the form of the Earl of Argyll. This issue was examined by Rosehaugh in a petition to parliament in 1681:

The office of shirreffship of the shire of argyll and the office of justice Generall over the wholl Isles ar
Rosehaugh’s attack reflected long-standing unease about heritable jurisdictions in general. The expansion of the Scottish state from the later sixteenth century meant that franchise courts came to be seen as a challenge to order and royal control, as well as to the impartial exercise of justice. At the same time, franchise holders, whose privileges derived solely from land-ownership, rarely boasted legal training, and as such their brand of justice was vulnerable to charges of irregularity. Franchises came under some (largely ineffective) pressure in the first half of the seventeenth century, and vanished altogether under the Commonwealth regime of the 1650s, but they were restored as part of a wider conservative reaction upon the recall of the Stuart monarchy in 1660, and would remain in existence until 1747. The more immediate context for Rosehaugh’s intervention, however, was widespread concern about Argyll’s political influence in the Restoration polity. He was a key ally of John Maitland, duke of Lauderdale, Charles II’s politically dominant secretary of state for Scotland, entrusted with almost vice-regal authority over the Highlands, and it was feared that his jurisdictional stranglehold over Argyllshire allowed him to use the courts in illegitimate or destabilizing ways. The problem was graphically demonstrated during the 1670s, when a protracted quarrel between Argyll and the Macleans of Mull, rooted in the latters’ indebtedness to the former, spiralled into an open feud and, ultimately, a miniature war on the western seaboard. Argyll’s judicial dominance, and his ruthless exploitation of this advantage, were widely recognized as key reasons for the escalation of the conflict; as John Lauder of Fountainhall, one of the senators of the college of justice, explained, Argyll had “gotten letters of fyre and sword against [the Macleans], and neir forced them to the fields in their oune defence, and all upon patched-up clames and decreets in
The concentration of judicial power in Argyll’s hands thus spoke to wider concerns about the unhealthy extent of the earl’s political power, particularly within the Gaeldom.

Jurisdictional ambiguity in Argyllshire was not helped by the tendency of the Restoration regime to create extraordinary or temporary jurisdictions. Sometimes this was done through the well-worn expedient of one-off judicial commissions, a standard practice in early-modern Scotland whereby specified persons were granted licence to apprehend and/or try a named individual or group. Although not considered in this survey because they were often geographically fluid, some of these, such as the fifteen-strong commission to arrest several members the Maclean family in July 1675, affected Argyllshire residents and necessarily formed a significant component of its overall ordering matrix. Since these bodies rarely left paperwork, it is impossible to quantify their impact on standard court business, although since commissions usually involved serious crimes like homicide or robbery, it is possible that they had the effect of reducing the number of these transgressions appearing before ordinary judges.

Other extraordinary jurisdictions were more wide-ranging and displayed more significant overlap with existing courts. In 1669, James Campbell of Lawers was granted a broad-based commission to apprehend thieves within the Highlands, including Argyllshire. This commission remained in force until 1678, although the identity of the commissioner occasionally changed, and it included a judicial element, since Lawers was accorded the right to try those he apprehended in a special court that would of necessity compete with existing jurisdictions. Something similar happened in 1682, with the creation of the 67-strong commission for pacifying the Highlands, charged with tackling disorder within Gaeldom, again including Argyllshire by, among other approaches, trying thieves in special courts.

Lack of records mean that no cases tried before these jurisdictions are considered in the quantitative discussions below, but the records of the final special jurisdiction of the Restoration period, the lieutenancy court, are included. A lieutenant for Argyllshire, initially John Murray, second marquis of Atholl, was appointed in 1684, and this office was periodically re-created.
across the remainder of the decade. While lieutenancies of this kind had in the past been used fairly frequently to supplement weak royal control in outlying parts of Scotland, this particular lieutenancy was an emergency response to a local political crisis; the Earl of Argyll had been convicted of treason three years previously as part of a bungled attempt by Charles II to reduce his political power, and had fled overseas. By 1684 he was widely expected to launch a rebellion in the west Highlands (he would do so, to little effect, the following year).33 Functioning essentially as a direct replacement for Argyll’s now-defunct justiciary and shrieval jurisdictions, the lieutenancy was designed to fortify Argyllshire against the anticipated insurrection. As such, it competed not only with existing local courts, but also with the commissioners for pacifying the Highlands, since nobody seems to have been quite sure which of them was ultimately superior.34 The formation of extraordinary jurisdictions was often justified through claiming that the existing judicial infrastructure was too slack or confused to suppress criminal activity effectively. It is however doubtful whether the creation of additional, often ill-defined, jurisdictions did very much to clarify the already tangled structure of secular courts.

**Crimes and Criminals**

Scotland’s judicial infrastructure may have been confused, but according to some conventional readings it must also have been effective, since Scottish society in the early-modern period used to be considered as relatively less prone to criminality than many other parts of Europe.35 Such conclusions, however, always sat uneasily with the concurrent historiographical model (itself subject to challenge) of pre-modern Scotland being particularly violent, thanks in no small part to the persistence of inter-family conflict alongside localized disorder in the Highlands and Borders.36 Moreover, they emerged in the absence of detailed empirical research into Scottish criminality, with more recent work beginning to call them into question and instead recognizing crime as not only relatively common, but by some interpretations—notably that of Falconer—a central, even necessary component of everyday social interactions.37 More generally, the kind of quantitative analysis
required to underpin any assessment of historic crime rates is inherently problematic. Some of this uncertainty is rooted in the ubiquitous issue of non-survival of records, but a more profound difficulty surrounds the “dark figure,” meaning criminal activity that was never prosecuted or even recorded in the first place, which inevitably means that recorded crime, as revealed through judicial records, significantly under-states actual levels of deviance. The reasons for this phenomenon have been extensively discussed, with explanations generally revolving around the bureaucratic limitations of early-modern states, the prevalence of informal, extra-judicial punishment, and the fact that authorities tended to view prosecution as an exemplary tool. The upshot is that robust reconstructions of actual crime rates are generally regarded as unattainable. Conclusions, in short, can only ever be considered indicative of a much wider, unrecoverable criminal experience.

Nonetheless, historians have attempted to use prosecution material to outline patterns of criminal behaviour, especially in England. English felony prosecutions related strongly to property offences, which probably accounted for more than three-quarters of assize business—and more in London, where property crime was overwhelmingly dominant. Concentrated local studies have added nuance to this overarching pattern. In Essex, property crime fell in relative importance across the seventeenth century, with other misdemeanours—violent offences, drink-related crime and, especially, refusal to work—becoming proportionately more important. By contrast, property crime, especially grand larceny, remained the most common type of offence tried in Surrey and Sussex, although petty assault was also quite common in the more urbanized parts of Surrey, while violent crime, including murder, was disproportionately frequent in eastern Sussex. Meanwhile, crimes against the peace (breach of the peace, assault, riot and defamation) accounted for about 50% of misdemeanour-level indictments in Middlesex.

Clear patterns such as these are not yet discernible from the historiography of Scottish crime in the early-modern period, even if some preliminary observations have been made. For Chris Whatley, murder and other homicides occurred relatively infrequently, but assaults on government officials were very common, as were
vagrancy and “everyday” and “comparatively minor crimes” like drunkenness, petty assault, and neighbourly disputes, a conclusion with which Anne-Marie Kilday broadly concurs, albeit she notes that individual crimes could still be extremely violent. Bill Knox’s analysis of homicide suggests a fairly low and static rate overall which conceals spikes at times of acute social or political turmoil, albeit his work is restricted to the eighteenth century. Brian Levack, meanwhile, points out that sexual offences appear much more frequently in Scotland than in many other countries, but suggests this was due less to an incorrigibly licentious population than to a uniquely intrusive and successful prosecuting framework maintained by the Church.

In the most detailed extant study, Falconer has shown that, taken together, verbal and physical assaults were the most common crimes prosecuted in post-Reformation Aberdeen, although regulatory transgressions such as statute-breaking were almost as ubiquitous, while offences involving disobedience to authority and unspecified “strublance” (disturbance) grew in prominence across the later sixteenth century, albeit remaining relatively rare.

But these surveys, few though they are, deal largely with the situation in Lowland Scotland; criminality in the Highlands, of which Argyllshire was of course part, is still less well-served, and has often been discussed in the most generalized terms. Clanship is usually blamed for Highland disorder, although most historians agree that the classic model of lawlessness rooted in incessant clan feuding is no longer tenable as regards the later seventeenth century. Historiographical attention is much more often caught by banditry and cattle theft, crimes which were supposedly endemic throughout the Highlands, facilitated as much by lax governmental control as on-going clan tensions.

Recent research has however cast doubt upon the extent of Highland banditry, suggesting instead that the problem was much more marginal and localized than historians and contemporary polemicists imply. Highland criminality therefore remains difficult to pin down, and close analysis of Argyllshire’s extant court records could suggest the beginnings of a more nuanced assessment.

A total of 1,489 indictments have been located relating to Restoration Argyllshire. These offences are broken down by cate-
gory in Figure 1. This graph does not claim to offer a comprehensive typology of Scottish crime, and certainly it is not expected that the classifications offered here could straightforwardly be applied to other jurisdictions. Instead, they represent an attempt to render the disparate pattern of prosecutorial activity in Argyllshire intelligible to modern readers, which inevitably means that the categories used are to some extent both arbitrary and anachronistic. Moreover, since contemporary definitions of “crime” in Scotland were generally rooted in statute, there are many other potential crimes that do not appear in the Argyllshire records and so are not included in these figures, for example false coining or forestalling (hoarding goods to inflate their price). The graph is nonetheless serviceable for illustrative purposes, and it suggests that the majority of offences involved poaching (438) or theft of animals (397), which together accounted for over 50 percent of all indictments. Rebellion and associated offences were the next most common crimes (160; 11%), followed
by religious misdemeanours (122; 8%) and theft or robbery of goods other than livestock (111; 7%). The remaining fifth of indictments involved a range of more unusual offences, including, in descending order, assault and hamesucken (74; 5%), disobedience of lawful authority (34; 2%), crimes against justice (33; 2%), murder (31; 2%), property crimes aside from theft and robbery (24; 2%), economic offences (23; 2%), and sexual and moral crime (16; 1%).

Of course, the exact nature of the crimes denoted by these headline categories varied enormously. Assault, for example, often involved simple interpersonal violence, as in the case of Duncan Fisher, an Inveraray merchant who was fined £50 in 1678 for beating townswoman Margaret McDougall with a wooden cane. But violence was a flexible tool that could be used for multiple purposes, and “assault” could therefore denote a range of very different behaviours. Thus, when James McNachtan and Dougall McIllechownn were convicted of assaulting one another in 1687 after becoming involved in a brawl, the charge reflected not an act of domination imposed on one individual by another, but rather mutual transgression of accepted behavioural codes; here was violence used as a mark of insufficient civility. In the rather more one-sided case of Alexander McIlvernock, who in 1684 suffered a gang assault from three Campbells who were later fined for the incident, violence was probably being used to uphold a sense of familial honour or solidarity. Differently again, John Wylie, whose attack on Donald Mclea in 1687 was reputedly informed by Mclea’s position as collector of the excise at Campbeltown, was almost using violence as a form of personal rebellion, and thus “assault” in his case took on a distinctly more political edge.

Hamesucken—an offence peculiar to Scots law and defined as assault in one’s home—similarly encompassed a spectrum of activity with a range of meanings. The assault suffered by Ann Stirling of Taynish, attacked in her house by John Campbell in 1684 and forced to sign a money bond, was probably rooted in a family dispute that seems to have stretched back upwards of twenty years, and looks rather different, both in form and in purpose, from the siege ordered by Robert Campbell of
Silvercraigs on the house of Marie Mckerras in 1685, an action presumably connected to Argyll’s rebellion.57

A similar point can be made about those tried for stealing. Most indictments centred on fairly petty theft, often with an opportunistic aspect. This applied, for example, to the chapman Hugh McLean, who was cited in 1673 for breaking into the house of John McNicoll at Loch Striven and stealing a small amount of cloth and cash.58 Foodstuffs were even more commonly subject to impulsive theft, and in some cases the motivation may not have been profit; the fact that John Tinkler, accused of stealing “corn” in 1685, was probably a vagrant might suggest he was simply desperate for food.59 Some crimes were certainly more calculated. David Carriders’s indictment in 1683 for stealing goods from the booth of a fellow Inveraray merchant probably had less to do with opportunism than indebtedness or mercantile rivalry, especially since Carriders, as a burgess, was a member of the urban elite.60 Thefts by deception (such as Donald McMaith’s indictment for cheating a Kintyre tailor in 1686) or committed by gangs (like the nine-strong group who in 1687 stole a selection of victuals from Angus MacDoanld of Islay) were equally testament to the wide range of behaviours involved in theft prosecutions.61

The variable nature of criminal activity is easily seen through an examination of the most high-profile crime of them all, animal theft. The majority of offences in this category were small-scale; it was the theft of a single horse that occasioned the appearance of Donald Glesse McEachaireid before the JP court in 1686, and his case could stand for numerous others in which apparently first-time perpetrators lifted only a very small number of animals.62 Theft of this kind was often opportunistic and sometimes had a transparently subsistence motive. During the trial of Archibald and Mary McIndeor in 1674 for stealing a sheep, it was specifically recorded that the pair, described as long-term “tinkers,” stole the animal in order to eat it.63 Of course, in some cases animal theft was more about making money. John and Patrick McConachie, tried together in 1674, stole a number of animals in Argyllshire and subsequently drove them over the county border into Perthshire, where they sold them for a total of around £40.64 Such activity could easily evolve into career criminality. We know
that hardened bandits operated in other parts of Restoration Scotland, and Argyllshire had its own cohort of more persistent robbers. Among them were the trio of Hew Camerone, Donald Camerone and Duncan McAphie, tried and convicted together in 1676 for a litany of thefts stretching back to the late 1660s.

However, the statistical prominence of animal-theft cases is attributable neither to hardened criminals nor to the plethora of small-time thieves. Rather, the county-wide spasm of disorder that accompanied Argyll’s rebellion in 1685 occasioned a large proportion of the extant prosecutions. Although this rising was a minor affair, lasting less than two months and involving no major military actions, the damage inflicted on Argyllshire by both the rebel and royal forces, particularly in terms of livestock theft, was extensive and widely decried. The court records reflect this; six animal-theft indictments survive from 1684, thirty-four from 1686 but 187 from 1685, representing nearly half of all extant prosecutions (although not all of the 1685 cases were linked to Argyll’s rising). Unsurprisingly, crimes committed against this backdrop tended to represent the most audacious of all animal-lifting activity, either because of the sheer scale of the theft (Gilleis McGilleis of Glenmore lost fifty-five animals in one incident) or because of the preponderance of gang-based attacks (such as the forty-four-strong party indicted for raiding the lands of the Campbells of Inverliver). As such, the 1685 rebellion artificially inflates the animal-theft statistics, but the importance of this effect should not be exaggerated; even if all prosecutions in 1685 are omitted, the remaining 210 animal theft cases would still make the second most-common transgression after poaching.

If all this points towards the variability of criminal activity in Restoration Argyllshire, it should also be noted that the figures contain a number of prosecutions for crimes that were very similar to one another. The best example of this is the prevalence of poaching offences, almost all of which involved illegal killing of livestock, especially fish, or damaging natural resources like timber, moors, or pasture. In the context of Restoration-era religious controversies, characterized by repeated attempts to suppress Presbyterian nonconformity by an Episcopalian establishment, it should equally be no surprise that most religious
prosecutions were for Presbyterian nonconformity—although, since 100 of the 123 recorded religious transgressions actually related to the same event, namely attending a pair of “seditious” Presbyterian sermons preached at Lochhead in 1685, the extent of anti-dissenting activity in the courts was arguably quite limited (perhaps reflecting the earl’s own private Presbyterian proclivities).68

Given that no early-modern legal systems could possibly hope to catch and prosecute all law-breakers, it is worth asking what the purpose of all these trials was. Falconer’s work on sixteenth-century Aberdeen interprets crime and criminal prosecution from a social perspective. In his reading, both crime, particularly petty crime, and its prosecution were part of an ongoing power dialogue; people committing or prosecuting crimes did so in an attempt to demonstrate or secure dominance over their neighbours or wider communities, and as such were engaged in a “negotiation of […] social power.”69 Falconer’s work has not so far been followed up by additional detailed studies within a Scottish context, and it is not yet clear that his understanding of prosecution holds true outwith his particular setting of Reformation-era towns. Some trials certainly could be made to fit his paradigm; the aforementioned theft conviction of David Carriders in 1683—perhaps significantly taking place within another, albeit much smaller urban setting, Inveraray—is a good example.70 In other cases, however, sociological explanations seem rather less convincing. Hugh McLean, executed in 1673 for robbery, was a “chapman” and his (apparently uncaught) accomplice, Gillecalum McNeilas, a “tinker.” This probably made them strangers, and while punishment of such people might be interpreted as a mechanism for maintaining social cohesion and reinforcing normative behavioural codes, it is difficult to view their crimes as part of an ongoing power dialogue between established members of the local community.71 A more satisfying explanation might be constructed by noting that, the complexities of individual criminal activity notwithstanding, the Argyllshire data demonstrates a clear overall focus on crimes against property; taken together, poaching, theft, robbery and other property offences account for some two-thirds of extant indictments.72 Such a focus on property crime was quite common in the early-modern period, and underpins the thesis
proffered by Douglas Hay in an English context that public courts represented a key bulwark of conventional social elites insofar as they allowed them to protect their control over economic resources. The Argyllshire evidence suggests that the conceptual understanding of early-modern justice systems as tools of elite control has potential resonance in a Scottish context. This suggests that, if criminal prosecution can be seen as part of an ongoing dialogue about power and status between peers, it can just as easily be interpreted as a tool of socio-economic dominance by the elite specifically.

It is considerably easier to establish overarching patterns of prosecution than to build profiles of the criminals themselves, about whose personal details the sources are rarely explicit; most accused individuals are known only by their names. Nonetheless, some very broad points can be made. Most appear to have been from the lower strata of society, probably small tenants or cottars, and some, like John Tinkler, were certainly very poor—hardly surprising, since the limited existing research on Scottish prosecution patterns would tend to suggest that lower-status individuals predominated, and the same could be said about the much better understood English situation. Identifiably more august individuals tended to receive citations only infrequently, usually for crimes reflecting their greater wealth. For instance, Duncan Campbell of Ardbeg (on the island of Islay) was tried in 1675 for orchestrating an attack on some soldiers sent to quarter on his lands for tax deficiencies. The majority of criminals seem to have lived in rural communities, although a few town residents, such as the aforementioned Inveraray burgess Duncan Fisher, did receive citations. While partly explicable by the non-survival of any burgh court records, this also reflected the social make-up of a very lightly urbanized county, and the same can be said about the predominance of Gaelic names. Nearly 1,000 of the indictments—about two-thirds—were raised against individuals whose names began with “Mac” or “Nic,” and many more bore potentially Gaelic designations such as Campbell or Cameron. This, of course, is a crude means of measuring the Gaelic presence since there is no guarantee that people with Gaelic-sounding names were ethnically or linguistically Gaels, but in the absence of more detailed information
it does provide a useful indicator that the majority Highland component of Argyllshire society may also have made up the lion’s share of the recorded criminal population.

Given the predominance of Gaelic names, as well as the frequency of animal theft, it is worth returning to the conventional historiographical model of clan-based banditry and asking how far it accords with Argyllshire’s experience. Clannish thievery does raise its head occasionally, for example in 1677, when Alexander Campbell of Lochinell recorded that he had recently lost more than 2,000 cows, sheep, horses and goats through raids launched by his enemies, principally the Camerons and Macleans. Such instances do not however appear in the judicial records, which usually treat criminals as individuals rather than potential or actual members of wider kin groupings. This dichotomy might be thought to vindicate the long-cherished historiographical assumption of a fundamental separation between clanship and the formal jurisdictions of the Scottish state; in this reading, clanship and the legal system represented two distinct structures for addressing grievances; the former utilizing ritualized violence to settle disputes, the latter using the courts. Yet this interpretation should be treated with caution, and not just because historians are increasingly sceptical about notions of a stark divide between Highland and Lowland society. Lochinell’s case, as well as most other instances of apparent clan banditry in Restoration Argyllshire, took place against the backdrop of conflict, specifically the campaign waged by the Campbells of Argyll (backed by the government) against the allegedly rebellious Macleans. These were regarded as acts of war, not simple banditry, and can shed little if any light on the normal workings of criminal justice. In any case, notions of a division between clanship and officialdom wholly underestimate the degree of Highland integration by this period, which was sufficiently far advanced that regional elites were as comfortable as anybody else in Scotland with exploiting the law, to which most resorted much more frequently to than the sword. Thus, the absence of a significant degree of clan-based banditry from the court records, while certainly not suggesting it did not occur, does support recent historiographical assertions that we must not endow it with greater significance than it merits; most crime in Restoration Argyllshire
probably really was the sort of individual or small-group law-
breaking recorded by the courts.

One point that can be made with greater certainty is that the
overwhelming majority of indictments were raised against men—a
pattern common to most jurisdictions in this period, and which has
been argued to reflect a gendered interpretation of criminality that
tended to remove agency from female criminals, with
contemporaries often assuming instead that women caught up in
crime must have been hoodwinked or forced into it.\textsuperscript{80} Only thirty-
five of the accused were female, meaning that fully 1,458, nearly
98 percent, were male. It would traditionally have been expected
that female crimes would be concentrated at the less violent end of
the spectrum, and that women would most likely be prosecuted for
sexual or moral offences (even if such transgressions were
generally tried in ecclesiastical rather than secular courts), or for
verbal assaults.\textsuperscript{81} Yet empirical research has increasingly
destabilized this crude typology of “female” crime, and previous
exploration of Scottish sources from the sixteenth and eighteenth
centuries, as well as earlier medieval evidence, has in fact
suggested that women were as capable of committing as diverse a
range of crimes as men, including violent crime. As Figure 2
shows, the admittedly scant data from Argyllshire suggests this
thesis might also be valid for the Restoration.\textsuperscript{82} Certainly typical
“female” crimes were in evidence. Janet McNicoll was strangled
after being convicted of practising witchcraft on Rothesay in 1673;
the same year saw Mary NcThomas executed for incest; Catharein
McLeod was accused of murdering one or more of her illegitimate
babies in 1685; Janet Armour was acquitted in 1680 of helping h er
sister to commit infanticide; and three women, Mary NcLauchlan in
1673, Mary Macmillan in 1679, and Finvall NcCannill in 1680, faced charges of adultery.\textsuperscript{83}

These, however, accounted for only one-fifth of female
prosecutions appearing in the records. The remaining proportion
was composed of many of the same crimes as committed by men
(the big exception being poaching, for which no women were
indicted), and indeed, some women were accused of surprisingly
vicious acts. Marie NcLean, for example, was in 1670 fined 40s for
entering the house of her daughter-in-law, Marie Camerone, and beating her, allegedly in collusion with her son (Camerone’s husband), Jon Mcolchaynish.85 Two women, designated only as “Memhonich” and “Ncinturnor,” were convicted of assisting in the violent destruction of property belonging to one heritor, John McCorcaddall, in retaliation for his confiscating fifty head of livestock in 1684.86 Finwall MacRank, meanwhile, was indicted for fire-raising in 1680, one of only three known cases of this crime, while Margaret Macilchallum was accused, alongside two male accomplices, of murdering Donald Maclucas of Achluachrach in 1679.87 Substantial historiographical discussion exists about the nature of female criminality and its prosecution, and the above examples would tend to accord with the suggestion of both Ewan and Falconer that early-modern women were as capable as their male counterparts of using crime and violence as tools of social or interpersonal positioning.88 In terms of the wider perception of female criminality, historians have repeatedly noted the contemporary expectation that women should conform to norms of
submissive femininity, which ensured that serious female law-breaking was seen not just as deviant, but also unnatural, resulting in it being proportionally more heavily prosecuted. By the same logic, deliberately dishonourable physical punishments, up to and including execution, tended to be imposed more readily on female criminals. The strong presence of serious offending amongst indicted women might suggest that the particular horror felt for female violence did indeed extend into Argyllshire, while the marked presence of scourging as a punishment (imposed on 15 percent of indicted women, against a general proportion of 2 percent) similarly implies a desire to make an example of “unfeminine” women. In truth, however, the number of recorded female criminals is much too small to support meaningful conclusions. All that can be said, even tentatively, is that women seem to have been less likely to face prosecution than men—perhaps reflecting gender assumptions about the relationship between women and deviance—but when they did, they were not limited to any particular crime.

Punishments
In his *Institutions of the Law of Scotland* (1684), Rosehaugh observed that “Crimes are in Scotland either punished capitally, by death; or pecunially, by a certain fine; or Arbitraraly, at the discretion of the Judge.” He went on to note the specific punishments typically imposed for different types of crime. Capital crimes incorporated a wide range of offences including treason, blasphemy, manslaughter, murder, robbery (including animal theft), notorious adultery, incest, duelling, assault, hamesucken, witchcraft and several others. Pecuniary crimes generally referred to transgressions such as slaying red fish or cutting green wood which might be grouped together as poaching. Most remaining crimes—common adultery, petty theft, slander, breaking the king’s protection and so on—were subject to Rosehaugh’s “arbitrary” or discretionary punishment, but there were others for which no statutory punishment was laid down and which were generally dealt with by means of confiscation. In this class were offences such as bigamy, perjury, usury and inhibiting messengers from performing their duties. Rosehaugh thus presented a clear hierarchy of crimes
and statutory punishments, and one which is noteworthy for its harshness; the range of offences that could conceivably result in a sentence of death was strikingly broad.

Rosehaugh’s schema is reflected in long-established historiographical assumptions about the comparatively harsh nature of Scotland’s courts. According to this line, convicted criminals were not only likely to face serious sanctions, such as execution, but once cited, panels were relatively less likely than in many other jurisdictions to be acquitted. Although sometimes tested by empirical research, this belief in systemic harshness is generally rooted in the wording of the legislative underpinning, echoed in works of codification such as those of Rosehaugh. But there are grounds for doubting that such sources accurately reflected the situation on the ground; they certainly did not in several other European jurisdictions, for example in Germany, where the harsh terms of the Carolina law code, dating from 1523, were increasingly diluted in practice during the seventeenth century. That something similar may have been happening in Scotland has previously been demonstrated in reference to sexual crimes, which rarely attracted the statutory sentences of execution, instead generally being punished with fines. In light of this, the extent to which Scotland’s fabled stringency held true remains unclear, and it is therefore worth asking whether judicial punishments in Argyllshire followed prescribed or logical patterns.

Of the 1,489 indictments recorded in relation to Argyllshire, 158 (11%) resulted in verdicts of not guilty or not proven. This does indeed appear to be a very low acquittal rate, certainly in comparison with English courts, where about one-third of cases typically ended in a verdict of not guilty. Nonetheless, a note of caution should be sounded because there are 484 cases (33%) for which no verdict is recorded, usually because the case survives only in the form of an indictment or a collection of depositions; had verdicts been recorded for these, it is possible that the proportion of acquittals would be different.

This leaves 847 cases resulting in guilty verdicts and for which punishments are recorded. Figure 3 summarizes the sanctions imposed in these cases. Easily the most common form of punishment was fining, accounting for 508 cases, or nearly 60
percent of extant penalties. Orders for convicted parties to provide
compensation to their victims were the next most common
punishment (150; 18%). Execution (71; 8%), transportation (63;
7%), outlawry (28; 3%) and scourging or whipping (22; 2%) made
up the bulk of the remaining punishments. The sentences grouped
together in Figure 3 as “other” represent the most novel forms of
penalty. They include two instances of what might be termed
“community service,” although this was not as lenient a punishment
as might be imagined. Both cases came before the sheriff court in
1684, one concerning petty theft and the other animal theft, and
both of the accused (Robert Thomsone and Donald Meneill
respectively) were sentenced to serve as public executioner for
Argyllshire—a punishment that reflected both the inherent
unpleasantness of this duty and the deep dishonour conventionally
associated with those performing it.96 Two cases of mutilation,
involving branding the letter “T” onto the faces of two thieves,
John MacConchie in 1672 and John Maclean in 1673, are also
recorded, while the dearth of sentences for imprisonment, imposed
just once for the rather unusual case of the immigrant vagabond
John Culter, reflects the broader unpopularity of this expensive
form of punishment until the modern era.97

If the data are further distilled in terms of connecting particular
crimes with their punishments, some clear patterns emerge. Seve-
ral of the transgressions described as capital by Rosehaugh were
invariably treated as such in practice. Murder and witchcraft were
always punished by death, as were the two extant cases of treason
and solitary recorded punishments for incest and bestiality.
Rosehaugh’s description of poaching-type offences as pecuniary
was similarly accurate, since those convicted of such crimes were
always fined, the penalty usually fixed in the range of £5-£20,
although in isolated cases as high as £50. Yet inconsistencies did
arise, especially as regards capital offences. Finvall MacCallen’s
conviction for notorious adultery in 1680 was punished by
scourging, not death.98 This reluctance to execute for adultery was
well-established; in 1673, the case of John Crawford and Mary
NcLauchlan, both convicted of this crime, was remitted to the Privy
Council specifically because the assize refused to impose the
statutory punishment.99
Animal thefts were only occasionally treated as a capital matter, and in many of the thirty cases where execution was ordered there were exacerbating factors. John McConachie VcKaig, executed in 1674 after stealing a single horse from Soroba, near Oban, was the same man who had been branded two years earlier, and thus he already had a criminal record. Similarly, Donald McIlmichell, executed in 1677, was not only a thief, but reputedly a vagabond and bandit. Conversely, an unblemished record might facilitate the reduction of a death sentence, as happened to David McDavie when he was tried before the justiciary court in 1680 for stealing two cows—past innocence was specifically cited in the court’s decision to grant him a commutation to mere scourging. Overall, though, the most common punishment for animal theft was a simple order to provide compensation, or in other cases the imposition of a hefty fine, sometimes up to £400. The distance between theory and practice was even starker in cases of assault or hamesucken. Also capital crimes, there are nonetheless no examples of them attracting a sentence of execution in Restoration Argyllshire—in almost all cases where a conviction is recorded, the accused was fined, even when the crime seems to have been particularly vicious; for example, John McLucas’ attack on Hugh...
Macewan with an iron bar in Barbrek in 1684 earned only a financial penalty.103 If there was some variety in the punishment of capital crimes, there was obviously much more scope for it in dealing with “arbitrary” of “miscellaneous” offences. The treatment of petty theft illustrates this point most clearly. Seventy-three punishments are recorded, of which seven were sentences of outlawry imposed for non-attendance at court. Of the remaining sixty-six, most involved reimbursing the victim, sometimes alongside providing a compensatory payment. Thus, Donald McPherson, Lauchlan McEan and Hector McPherson, jointly convicted of stealing household goods from Lord Neil Campbell in 1685, were each ordered to make good the losses and pay an additional £100 between them.104 The preference for settling theft cases through compensation reflects a well-established pattern of what Falconer has called “restorative” justice, by which transgressors were required to take action to re-establish the status quo ante and thereby restore harmony between individuals and, by extension, the community at large; in this sense, apparently “private” settlements were thoroughly “public” in their implications.105 However, a minority of theft cases attracted punitive rather than compensatory sanctions, even if the criteria upon which this decision rested is obscure. One of those sentenced to judicial mutilation, John McConachie in 1673, was for instance a thief. Fining was slightly more common, occurring five times in total.106 Finally, in three cases convicted thieves were sentenced to death, on each occasion because they were perceived as somehow hardened, either because they were repeat offenders (John dow Maclean in 1673 and Hugh Leitch in 1680), or because they were also vagrants (Hugh McLean in 1673).107

What emerged from all of this is a system in which theory and practice often diverged. Here it is useful to consider Cynthia Herrup’s work on the definition of crime. Addressing the long-acknowledged gap between those convicted of capital crimes in early-modern England and those actually executed, Herrup suggests that contemporaries made a conscious distinction between mere “law-breakers,” whose actions were seen as isolated slips reflective of the inherent weaknesses of human nature, and true criminals,
whose behaved with deliberate malice, often compounded by additional factors like violence. This led, Herrup contends, to two parallel definitions of criminality—a rigid “technical” definition by which anyone committing a capital offence was liable for execution, and a more flexible “operative” definition which left significant room for mercy and which assumed that perpetrators might be able to return to being valued members of the community.\(^{108}\) While Herrup’s schema does not hold true for Scotland’s central criminal jurisdictions, whose preoccupation with the most serious crimes led to consistently high rates of execution (in a sample of criminal cases heard before the court of the justice general between 1661 and 1668, 80 percent of extant sentences were for death), it has been applied to some evidence from local Scottish courts, for example by Falconer to sixteenth-century Aberdeen.\(^{109}\) The Argyllshire data suggest a similar pattern. Rosehaugh’s “technical” hierarchy of capital, pecuniary and arbitrary offences failed to match “operative” reality. Execution remained an uncommon sentence, usually reserved for serious or serial offenders (Herrup’s “true” criminals), and courts were in most cases likely to show a degree of indulgence by imposing lesser, through still heavy punishments which did not result in permanent social exclusion. This meant, in practice, that Argyllshire’s courts tended to opt for material sanction, which they imposed on nearly four-fifths of recorded occasions. As a result, Scotland’s system of criminal justice, at least as it functioned in Argyllshire, was more “pecuniary” than “capital,” consequently providing much greater space for the rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders that the letter of the law implied.

**Conclusion**

Historians of crime, particularly in England where the field is most fully developed, have demonstrated the value of this theme in achieving a fuller understanding of the dynamics of early-modern society, the nature of authority and processes of social and political change. Research into criminality in Scotland is as yet too underdeveloped to test fully the applicability of these conceptual and methodological advances to the Scottish evidence. Yet this case-study of Argyllshire has highlighted a number of points meriting
further exploration. The judicial infrastructure, characterized by overlapping jurisdictions whose activities often strayed beyond their formal remits, was imprecise, a feature enhanced by the government’s tendency to create temporary jurisdictions, although it is not clear that this was inherently problematic. A fluid structure exploited the generally magisterial nature of authority in Scotland, and it might also, as Stephen Davies suggests, have offered both litigants and panels potentially useful loopholes or ambiguities to exploit.\textsuperscript{110} The Argyllshire evidence is however largely silent on this latter claim and in any case the extraordinary concentration of judicial authority in the hands of the comital house may well have rendered it moot. This unwieldy court system spent a reasonable amount of its time dealing with a parade of near-identical poaching offences, although it also prosecuted a host of other crimes that reflected a varied range of criminal activities, especially concentrated around the theft of goods and livestock. The people committing these crimes were almost always male (although female criminals were not unknown), and seem to have been largely rural dwellers from the lower strata of society, probably including a substantial number of Gaels. Once indicted, they were very likely to be convicted, but much less likely than is often supposed to face the hangman’s noose; material punishments were considerably more common, even for supposedly capital offences. All of this suggests a court system which was in essence moderate and malleable, focused heavily on the protection of private property and rather less concerned with violent or interpersonal crime. In all of these ways, the Argyllshire evidence is comparable with our admittedly incomplete picture of Scottish criminality derived from an as yet underdeveloped historiography, but only further empirical research will establish the extent to which this model holds true, in turn allowing Scottish historians to take fuller advantage of the insights offered by their counterparts working on other early-modern jurisdictions. In the meantime, the unremarkable nature of Argyllshire’s criminal records is suggestive in another way, for it adds weight to the growing body of evidence calling into question the existence of a stark Highland/Lowland divide in the late seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{111} Perhaps, in terms of criminality at least,
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early-modern Scotland was a more coherent entity than is sometimes assumed.
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